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Let A be an infinite cardinal and S” and BA be the unit sphere and the 
unit ball of the Hilbert space of A dimensions. For c E (0,2) define the 
graphs S: ~ and B: (’ (S< c and Bf= c, respectively) with the vertex set S” and 
B” and two points X, y joined by an edge if their distance is at least c 
(equal to c, respectively). In the present paper we study the chromatic 
number of graphs Sk c, B$ (‘, S!= ~, and B’: c. (The graph G is said to have 
the chromatic number equal to m if one can color its vertices by m colors 
so that two vertices which get the same color are not joined, but one can- 
not do it with fewer colors; this fact is denoted by x(G) = m.) We will show 
that 
~(B:,.)=~(S!+,.)=~(B.I,,.)=~(S?,.)=Min{rn;expexp. ... .expmaA) 
k-times 
(1) 
for CE(C~, (TV+,), where u,, =0 and 
k+l 
6 k+l =sup t:+ 1 (ti-fjp1)2+t:+I k = 0, 1, 2 ,.... 
i=2 
We have O=a,<o, =~<cJ~=-\/;;<(T, < ... and ok +2 as k-+a. 
The numbers ck can be directly computed. It can be shown that the sym- 
metric matrix, corresponding to the quadratic form tf + Cf_+i ( tj - t, ~ 1 )2 + 
t2 k+l has the eigenvalues pi = 2( 1 - cos(in/(k + 2))), i = 1, 2,..., k + 1 and 
hence, according to the well-known method of computing of maximum of 
quadratic forms (cf. [3, Sect. 3.33) we have 
u kfl =~~=J2-2cos((k+l)/(k+2))rr). 
, , , 
Equality (1) is a generalization of results of [a]. 
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RESULTS 
We start with the following: 
DEFINITION. For an infinite cardinal L and nonnegative integer k 
define a graph GA,, with the vertex set [A]“” and two vertices 
c Xl <x2 < ... <xk+l}, {Yl <Y2 < . . . < yk+ r > joined by an edge if and 
only if either xi+ , = yi for i = 1, 2 ,..., k or yi+ I = xi for i = 1, 2 ,..., k. The 
following has been shown in [ 11. However, we give here a somewhat dif- 
ferent proof. 
LEMMA 1. x(G~,~) = Mini{, expkt >, A>, where 
expk r=exp. ... .exp 5, 
k-times 
where exp t: is the cardinality of the power set of 4. 
Before we give a proof of this lemma let us recall the definition of the 
dual 8G of oriented graph G-if G = (V, A) is oriented graph, let 8G be 
oriented graph with vertex set A and arcs formed by pairs ((x, y), (y, z)), 
where (x, y) E A and (y, z) E A. Clearly, if K, is oriented graph with vertex 
set I and arc-set { (5, q), 5 <q < A}, we have 
’ a Kj, = akK,. 
k-times 
Thus it suffices to prove 
x(X) = Min{ t!, exp 5 3 x(G)}. 
Proof First, we prove exp 5 2 x(G) implies t 3 x(aG). Color vertices of 
G by sequences of zeros and one’s of length 5 so that two vertices which are 
joined get different sequences. Denote by w(x) the sequence which is 
assigned to a vertex x and wi(x) the ith coordinate of this sequence. Con- 
sider the partition IJ, < 5 Ci u U i < 5 Di of arcs of G (vertices of 8G) defined 
by 
ci = { tx, Y); wi(x) = 0 and wi( y) = l}, 
Di = ((x, Y); wi(x) = 1 and wi( y) = 0). 
This proves x(aG) < 5. Suppose 5 > x(8G) and consider coloring assigning 
different colors to joined vertices of 8G. Clearly each color class forms an 
arc-set of a bipartite graph. Thus the arcs of G can be decomposed into 5 
bipartite graph and hence x(G) < exp <. 1 
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LEMMA 2. Let A = (a1,a2,..., aq), B= (PI, PI,..., p,) be two finite 
increasing sequences of elements of some linearly ordered set. Then the set 
{ 1,2,..., q} can be decomposed into disjoint nonempty subsets P, = 
{PI,> P 12~7 PI~,)Y-YI = (PI13 P12~3 Pi,,) (Pij < Pij+ * for i= 13 L., 1, 
j= 1, 2,...,q, - 1) such thatfor each ie { 1, 2,..., 1) one of the three alternatives 
holds 
(1) %, = BP,, for each j = 1, 2 ,,.., qi, 
(2) a,,, 4 BY 
&,, $4 
5% < a,, = 4% < %d = BP,2 < . . . < %J,q, = PPtq,-, < l&q8 
(3) DP,, < BP,2 = am -=c BP,, = am < . . . < IL,, = @Pqm, < EPnq, BP,, $4 
%qt + B. 
ProoJ It is clearly sufficient to show that there is a sequence 1~ p1 < 
P2 < .” <Pm <q such that either 
UP, = P, for each j = 1, 2 ,..., n, 
or 
ap, < BP, = B,, < a-- -C apn = ljPn-, < Pp., ap, 4 4 BP, 4 A 
or 
Bp,~Bpz=ap,~~~~ <pp.=ap.~,<ap,,Bp,~A,aPn~B. 
If a, = pi then the first alternative obviously holds. If a, < /?, let 1 = 
Pl < P2 < .‘. < p,, Q q be a maximal sequence such that 
ap, cap, =fl,, < ... <apn =PPnm, <BP,. 
This sequence has the required properties since the assumption aPn = aPn+, 
(for SOme P,, + 1 1 implies a,,,,, > apn and hence pn + 1 > P,,, up,+, = Bpn < Ppn+, 
which contradicts the maximality of the sequence (pl, pz,..., p,). 
THEOREM 1. If A is an infinite cardinal and c E (ck, CJ~ +, ) then 
X(Bj-,.)=X(SI,.)=X(B~.)=X(~=,.)=Min{m;expexp. ... .exPm31) 
k-times 
Proof: For k = 0 the statement is obvious. Suppose therefore k 2 0. We 
have clearly 
and 
First, we show x(S”,, ) 2 X(GAa). There are real numbers t i , t2,..., tk + I such 
that 
/ 
t 
k-C1 
t:+ c k-tt,-d2+t:.+l 
i=2 
)‘:‘% (1:; t:)‘-‘= 1. 
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and thus, according to Lemma 1 it sufftces to show that 
Then x(St,) is greater or equal than the chromatic number of the induced 
subgraph of Si, with the vertex set 
k+l 
1. 
,T, tie( ai E 4 a1 <a2 -c ... ccc,,, 
I 
and the latter graph clearly contains Gl,k. (Here and below e(a) denotes 
the sequence of length A with a th entry equal to one and all other entries 
equal to zero.) 1 
Now we prove x(BL,) Q x(G,,,). Choose E > 0 such that c’ = C-E > (TV. 
For each finite sequence of nonzero rational numbers such that Cy= i rf d 1 
Put 
Wr,, r2,..., ry)= f  rie(aj);aiEA,a, <cl,< ... <a 
1 
4 
i=l I 
and join two points of M(r, , r 2,..., r4) if their distance is at least c’. If 
CY= 1 r,e(ai) and Cy= 1 rie(Bi) are joined then for the decomposition P, u 
P2 u . . . u P, = (1, 2 ,..., q}, Pi = { pii ,..., plq,), i = 1, 2 ,..., I, from the 
Lemma 2 holds 
To every pair x7= i r,e(a,), Cy=, rie(bi) of points with the distance at least 
c’ assign one fixed sequence 1~ p, < p2 < . . . -c pm < q such that either 
ap, cap, =Bp, < ... cap, =Pp,-, -d,, 
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or 
and at the same time 
IICJtl ~,,~(ap,)-~~,~,,e(Pp,)II ,c, 
(y!! r2 ) l’* 
,  .  
J ’ PI 
Thus we get a partition E= U, E7t of the edge set of the graph 
Mr,, r2,..., r q), where 71 runs over all subsequences of (1,2,..., q}. As 
C’>Ok, we have m >k+ 1 and thus the chromatic number of 
corresponding graphs is at most x(G,,). As the edge set of the graph 
Wr, , r2 ,..., r,) is a union of finitely many above graphs we have 
x(Mr,, r2 ,..., r4)) < x(G,,,). Hence M(r,, r2 ,..., ry) can be written as a union 
of x(G~,~) sets with diameter smaller than c’, consequently the union of all 
Wr 1, r2,..., ry) ( w  ic 1s h h . d ense in the unit ball of&(n)) can be written as a 
union of x(G~,~) such sets. Thus the unit ball of f,(n) is a union of x(G~,~) 
sets with diameter c = c’ + E. 
CONCLUDING REMARKS 
The situation gets more complicated if we consider the graphs with edges 
of distance bigger than some c E (0,2). For c # crk, k = 0, I,..., the chromatic 
number can be easily computed using Theorem 1 but for c = rsk, k = 0, l,..., 
the above method cannot be used. 
Answering a question of P. Erdos we give here a partial answer: 
THEOREM 2. The unit sphere S = SK1 cannot be written as an union of 
countably many sets of diameter less or equal than &. 
ProojI First, we show that whenever MC S is closed set with diameter 
less or equal than fi then either 
(i) Mn X= 12/ for some countably codimensional closed linear sub- 
space X of 12(N1) or 
(ii) Mn X has an empty interior in S n X for each countably 
codimensional closed linear subspace X of Z2( N, ). 
To prove this, assume that (ii) fails, hence there are countably codimen- 
sional closed linear subspace Y of I,(K, ) a point e E S n Y and E > 0 such 
that 
Mn Y=MnSn Y3Sn {ye Y; /) y-e11 G.5). 
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If X= {x E K (e, x > = 0) then for each x E S n X and sufliciently small 
6 > 0, we have 
ll((e-Sx)/JiTs)-ell <E 
Since the former inequality implies that ((e - &)/J?%!?) E M we deduce 
from the latter that x $ M and thus Mn X= 0 and (i) holds. Let M, be 
now a sequence of subsets of S with diameters less or equal than a. For 
each p = 1, 2, either there is a countably codimensional linear subspace X, 
of I,(H,) such that ni, n XP = @ or for each countably codimensional 
closed subspace Y the set M,, n Y = &ZP n S n Y has an empty interior in 
S n Y. If p is such that the letter case holds, put X, = Z,(H, ). Then X = 
n;‘, X, is countably codimensional subspace of /*(K,) and for each 
p = 1, 2,..., the set ii-i, n Xn S has a nonempty interior in Sn X. Since 
Sn X is a nonempty complete metric space Baire Theorem (e.g., [4, 
Chap. 3, Sect. 34, IV]) implies that 
SnX- [ (iTpnSnX)=Qr and hence s- rj M,#M. 1 
&?=I p=l 
Note. Similarly as above, we may define the graph S$, and B:,. having 
the vertex sets S” and B’, respectively, and two vertices joined if their dis- 
tance is bigger than c. Thus Theorem 2 yields 
Note that the chromatic numbers X(S”, ,) and X(B-&) can be easily com- 
puted for all c # ok using Theorem 1. We know some values of X(S”, ,,) 
and X(Bf,,,) f or some parameters however we were unable to find a 
theorem giving complete answers similarly as Theorem 1 does for graphs 
S”=,L,..., B&. The simplest unsolved questions are: 
(1) Assume that X2 = exp exp N, 
(2) Assuming GCH, is it true that 
X(SX;..+pN,+,? 
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